Given an arbitrary spacetime (M, g), we prove a simple criterion to check when many of the good properties of the time-separation (Lorentzian distance) d valid in globally hyperbolic spacetimes hold for M . Concretely, when the product P = M × R,g = g + dy 2 is causally simple, then not only M is causally simple, but also d is continuous and AvezSeifert connectedness (each two causally related events x, z ∈ M with d(x, z) < ∞ can be joined by a length maximizing causal geodesic) holds. We also remark that the used characterization of causal simplicity also simplifies the definition of global hyperbolicity.
Introduction
Global hyperbolicity is the most important Causality condition on a spacetime, but sometimes it is excessively restrictive (for example, no globally hyperbolic spacetime admits naked singularities). Thus, it is natural to study the following level in the causal hierarchy, i.e., causal simplicity. Nevertheless, in this level, many of the good properties of the time-separation (Lorentzian distance) d are lost. In fact, even if a spacetime (M, g) is causally simple, d may be discontinuous, and it may take the value ∞ on some pair of events (x, z).
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Even more, call Avez-Seifert connectedness to the following property for a spacetime (M, g): if x, z ∈ M, x = z, are causally related (x < z) with d(x, z) < ∞, then there exists a causal curve σ (necessarily, a causal geodesic without conjugate points, up to a reparametrization) which connects x, z, with length l(σ) = d(x, z). It is well-known that, in a globally hyperbolic spacetime, not only this property holds, but also holds proper Avez-Seifert connectedness, i.e., Avez-Seifert connectedness with d(x, z) < ∞ for any causally related x, z. Such properties become crucial for globally hyperbolic spacetimes, but they may not hold in a causally simple spacetime (see Example 2.1 below).
The purpose of this note is to give the following simple criterion for these properties of d, in terms of a product constructed from M , concretely:
) be a spacetime, and P ≡ (P,g) the product spacetime P = M × R,g = g + dy 2 (y is the natural coordinate on R). P satisfies Avez-Seifert (resp. proper Avez-Seifert) connectedness if and only if so does M . Even more, if P is causally simple then:
We emphasize that, as a difference with most of the levels of the causal hierarchy (see for example [9, 14] ), even if M is causally simple, P may be noncausally simple (apply Theorem 1.1 to Example 2.1 below). It is also worth pointing out that causal simplicity and causal continuity are the unique levels of the causal hierarchy of spacetimes not preserved by causal mappings [3, 4] .
Finally, recall that the definition of causal simplicity we use for (M, g) comprises just (a) closedness of J ± (x) for all x and (b) causality. In particular, this yields that the spacetime is distinguishing, as in the usual definition. This result plus the recent progress by A.N. Bernal and the author on the causal hierarchy of spacetimes [2, 11] (Remark 2.3), yield also a simplification in the definition of global hyperbolicity. Concretely, any spacetime which satisfies (A)
is compact for all x, z, and (B) it is causal, then it is necessarily strongly causal and thus globally hyperbolic. These properties are explained briefly in the Appendix, and we refer to the review [8] for a full detailed study.
Avez-Seifert and causal simplicity
We refer to the review [8] for conventions and background properties on Causality, but the properties we will use are rather standard and appear in classic references as [1, 7, 10, 12, 13] . A spacetime (M, g) is causally simple if it is causal and J + (x), J − (x) are closed for all x ∈ M (see Appendix). This implies that the relation ≤, is closed (see for example [8, Prop. 3 .68]), i.e.:
A causally simple spacetime may not satisfy Avez-Seifert property, even if d(x, z) < ∞ for all x, z ∈ M , as the following example shows.
, and let M be the spacetime obtained by removing the subset 0 ≤ |x 0 | ≤ x 1 . Easily, M is causally simple, but the events x 0 = (−1, 0) and x 1 = (1, 0) (which lie at finite distance d(x 0 , x 1 ) = 2), cannot be joined by any (causal) geodesic, as the origin has been removed.
Consider the spacetime (P,g), P = M × R,g = g + dy 2 , with y the natural coordinate on R, and time orientated consistently with M (i.e., if v ∈ T M is causal future-directed then so is (v, 0) ∈ T P ). If π : P → M denotes the natural projection, one has:
, is a futuredirected causal curve in P then σ is also causal and future-directed, and the lengths satisfy:
Therefore, if p, q ∈ P , with p < q, then π(p) < π(q)
Proof. All the assertions follow directly by taking into account that g(γ ′ , γ ′ ) ≤ 0 and, thus, |y
In what follows, we will use frequently [a, b] = [0, 1] and γ will be reparametrized so that c = |σ 1/2 . Even more:
(the first two inequalities by using Cauchy-Schwarz), as required.
(2) Just recall that, from Lemma 2.2, if p = (x, 0), q = (z, y 0 ), then:
For the implication to the right, use that the equality holds for the case y 0 = 0, and for the converse, that d(x, z) < ∞ for all x, z ∈ M .
Starting at M and lifting to P we also have the following property: is lightlike and connects p = (x, 0) with q = (z, l(σ)).
Proof. The first assertion is straightforward. For the last one, obviously q ∈ J + (p). If q ∈ I + (p), then p ≪q = (z,l) for somel > l(σ), and there exists a timelike curveγ in P which connects p andq. Putting, up to a reparametrization,γ(s) = (σ(s),ỹ(s)), s ∈ [0, 1] with constantc = |σ ′ |(> |ỹ ′ (s)|), the timelike curveσ from x to z satisfies:
Proof of Theorem 1.1. The first assertion is a consequence of Proposition 2.3. So, assume P causally simple.
(i) Let x, z ∈ M , z ∈J + (x), and let us prove z ∈ J + (x). Put p = (x, 0), q = (z, 0) ∈ P , and recall that q ∈J + (p) = J + (p), the latter by the causal simplicity of P . So, the result follows from the last assertion of Lemma 2.2.
(ii) Let x < z with 0 < d(x, z) < +∞ (if d(x, z) = 0 then a lightlike geodesic from x to z exists). Consider a sequence of causal connecting curves σ i , of nondecreasing lengths c i = {l(σ i )} → d(x, z). Without loss of generality each σ i can be taken everywhere timelike and parametrized as in Lemma 2.4. Each lift on P ,
is lightlike, starts at p = (x, 0) and ends at q i = (z, l(σ i )). Thus p < q i , z) ) and, as P is causally simple, q ∈ J + (p). So, if γ is causal and connects p, q by Lemma 2.2 its projection σ satisfies l(σ) ≥ d(x, z), and the equality must hold, as required.
(iii) As the time-separation is always lower semi-continuous, assume by contradiction that there exist sequences
and, as P is causally simple, p < q (see (2.1)). Thus, if γ is a causal geodesic which connects p, q, then by Lemma 2.2 its projection σ satisfies l(σ) ≥ d(x, z) + ǫ, a contradiction. Finally, it is also worth pointing out that, in fact, the three properties (i), (ii), (iii) also imply the causal simplicity of P .
Appendix: the optimal definitions of causal simplicity and global hyperbolicity
In this appendix, we stress the possibility to simplify the definition of causal simplicity and global hyperbolicity. We refer to the detailed study by E. Minguzzi and the author [8] for an extended study and a full revision on the whole causal ladder.
Let us start by causal simplicity. Recall first the following result:
Then the following two conditions are equivalent:
Proof. Let us prove that, under (a), hypothesis (b1) imply (b2) (the converse holds always and is well-known). Otherwise, if p = q and, say I + (p) = I + (q), choose any sequence {q n } → q, with q ≪ q n . Then, q ∈ J + (p) because q ∈Ī + (q) =Ī + (p) =J + (p) = J + (p) (the first equality holds because the distinguishing property fails for p and q, the second one holds always, and the last one by hypothesis (a)). Analogously, q ∈ J + (p), i.e., p < q < p and the spacetime is not causal, a contradiction. (a) and (b2). But (b2) is always more restrictive than (b1) and, thus, it is natural to choose a definition of causal simplicity with minimum hypotheses, that is, a causally simple spacetime is the one which satisfies (a) and (b1). Even more, it is easy to show that the requirement (b1) cannot be weakened in (M, g) chronological (see the cylinder C constructed in item 2 below).
For global hyperbolicity, recall first:
So, conditions (A') and (B1) are also equivalent to global hyperbolicity. Even more, the use of the C 0 topology makes sense only when causality holds (otherwise, if γ is a closed causal curve through p, giving more and more rounds one would obtain non-equivalent curves; clearly, it would be natural to consider a topology such that C(p, p) is not compact). So, essentially global hyperbolicity reduces to (A').
4. Due to a classical theorem by Geroch [5] , globally hyperbolic spacetimes are alternatively defined as the ones which admit a Cauchy hypersurface. Even more, the recent solution of the "folk" questions on smoothability [2] , yield further orthogonal metric structures for globally hyperbolic spacetimes. Nevertheless, these alternative possibilities are formulated under hypotheses different to (A) and (B1), (B2) and, in principle, they are not affected by Proposition 2.2 (even though some relations are still possible; for example, recall that if S is an achronal subset then D(S) is strongly causal).
